
Is this meta puzzle solvable?
To those people who are in a hurry to close and delete this post:

This post has a clear question. Let us ignore all things in this post and
try to answer the following paragraph:

If a user has a meta issue and cannot find its solution by search on
Meta, asking on Meta, asking in chat rooms, talking to moderators, and
contacting the community team, then what should he/she do?

Preamble

I am a novice user; my reputations and activities on Stack Exchange
communities are very low as you can check. I usually prefer to read and
understand existing written instructions and guidelines before
contributing to a community so that I contribute to the community
properly.

After reading articles in the Help Center and many guideline Meta
posts, I faced some vague (contradictory) things so that I needed some
somewhat urgent help.

The Puzzle

I have some meta issue. I seek sure practical ways leading me to find
the solution to my meta issue.

Notice: Please note that the questions appearing in the following
section are marginal, so answerers can ignore them; however, people
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who are interested in them can answer them in comments or their
answers. This post has only one main question, which is at the end of
this post.

My Attempts

I mention my attempts here because some people dislike posts lacking
any attempt.

Why do you not ask your meta issues on Meta?

I did that, but my post was wrongly (I do not want to question that
action to my post here; however, I can prove my claim about it if I am
allowed) closed and deleted by some community leaders (In fact,
seeing that many obviously off-topic posts like fun posts are not
considered as off-topic, which, in fact, are, one should not be surprised
when such subjective actions happen to their posts).

Why do you not ask your meta issues from someone in
a chat room?

I did that, but they responded that they were not the right person to
answer your issues. I agree with them, and I should not have done that.

Why do you not ask your meta issues from moderators
in chat rooms?

I did that, but when I was in the middle of talking to some moderator, a
moderator suspended me for a long time and told me that you should
ask your meta questions on Meta and not ping moderators.
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Even, I requested some moderators to talk to them in a private room,
but all of them were rejected.

Why do you not ask your meta issues in chat rooms
without pinging specific users?

I did that in the main chat room of Meta (It seems that anyone can talk
about anything except some meta issues, disliked by a few people, in
that room), but some room owner asked me to drop my issue and then
kicked me out, and then some moderator suspended me for a long
time.

Why do you not post the story of what happened to
you on the main Meta?

I did that, but some moderator of Meta deleted my post because of (?)
(As we know, moderators do not have to state reasons for their
actions), and I was suspended for a long time (The moderators told me
that you should not replied to other users in comments and should add
your responses in your post; while we can easily see many people
argue against each other in some comments under some post without
being suspended. Honestly speaking, figuring out how Meta really
works in practice is more difficult than solving open math problems).

Why do you not contact the community team?

I did that, but I do not know why my tickets immediately were marked
"resolved" after submitting them without receiving any response from
them (Maybe, they are too busy to handle my appeals, or questioning
some moderators' actions are not welcomed, or ... (?). By the way, it is
not better to change the name of "resolved" state to "rejected" in such
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situations?).

The Main Question

Stop ranting; you have bent our ears. What is your
question?

After testing all ways I know, I wonder whether this puzzle is solvable or
not; perhaps there exist some hidden ways so that novice user like me
should ask you experienced users to become aware of them. So, my
question is:

What should I do after testing all written ways while my meta issues are
still unresolved?
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